Wissink Hall/Wiecking Center Furniture

Questions/Answers

1. *Are we to quote Union or Non Union Labor?*
   We do not require Union Labor

2. *If Non Union, do you require that we provide crews that require prevailing wage?*
   Prevailing wage is not required.

3. *Is the elevator in the Wissink Center a freight or passenger elevator?*
   It is a large passenger elevator.

4. *The form shows one line for pricing. Do you want ALL pricing for both buildings on that line?*
   A lump sum number for the entire project (Wissink Hall/Wiecking Center) including labor and materials.
   *Is there anywhere you want to see labor broken out separately?* No

5. *Does all product need to be on contract?*
   It does not need to be on contract.

6. *Can we install during standard business hours?*
   Yes, but hallways need to be open enough for students and staff to walk through.